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VFD’S



Phans4 Consulting Pvt Ltd is your premier partner

for end-to-end solutions in Motor Control Centers

(MCCs), House motor starters, and variable

frequency drives (VFDs). Specializing in Design,

Procurement, Assembly, Installations, Testing, and

Service, our expertise ensures seamless and

efficient operations. We prioritize precision and

reliability, delivering tailored solutions that meet

industry standards and exceed expectations. With

a dedicated focus on innovation and quality,

Phans4 guarantees optimized performance and

longevity for your electrical systems. Trust us for

unparalleled proficiency and a commitment to

excellence in every project.

About Phans4:
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Our Expertise:
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MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS (MCCS)
We excel in designing and implementing Motor Control Centers,
providing centralized control for motors across various industrial
applications, ensuring efficiency and reliability.

HOUSE MOTOR STARTERS:
Our expertise extends to precise and efficient house motor starters,
ensuring seamless motor operation and protection for diverse industrial
processes.
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VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES (VFDS):
Phans4 Consulting offers specialized VFD solutions, optimizing motor
speed and energy consumption, enhancing performance and efficiency.

METICULOUS INSTALLATIONS:
Our experienced technicians ensure seamless and efficient installations
of MCCs, house motor starters, and VFDs, integrating these components
into your existing infrastructure for optimized performance.

COMPREHENSIVE OPTIMIZATION:
We provide ongoing support and optimization services, ensuring the
continual functionality and efficiency of motor control systems,
minimizing downtime, and maximizing productivity.
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INDUSTRIES WE SERVE:
Manufacturing & Processing: Supporting various
manufacturing sectors with tailored motor control
solutions to enhance efficiency and productivity.
Utilities & Infrastructure: Providing motor control
solutions for infrastructure projects and utility services
to ensure reliability and performance.
Commercial & Residential: Offering motor control
solutions for commercial buildings and residential
properties to optimize operations.

WHY CHOOSE PHANS4 CONSULTING?

Specialized Expertise: Our team possesses specialized
knowledge and extensive experience in designing and
maintaining MCCs, house motor starters, and VFDs.
Tailored Solutions: We customize our services to meet the
specific operational needs and automation requirements
of each client.
Reliability and Efficiency: Prioritizing reliability and
efficiency in all motor control solutions to optimize
industrial processes.
Continual Support: Our commitment extends beyond
installation, offering ongoing maintenance and
optimization for motor control systems.
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Contact us:
#703, Dega towers, Somajiguda,
Hyderabad, Telangana, 500082.

+91 7842430123
business@phans4.com


